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HE KENYON COLLEGIAA Journal of Student Opinion
Gombler, Ohio, November 19, 1965
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FALL DANCE DESCENDS
WAGE HIKE ENACTED
FACULTY byHIRES
HELP
Steve Bowers
Two weeks ago, in a letter to the faculty, President Lund
announced the realization
of a long-awaited
development:
the faculty has received a raise.
Salary increases for the
faculty announced by the President
will have their major
effect for the upper echelon of Kenyon's professors.
The
highest paid professor will have a new salary set at $16,000,
with a raise to $20,000 within two years.
WITH REGARD to the highest ,--:...------Kaprieious xeesalaried positions, Dean Bruce ~on't Give' Up Debate
Oll Idod kaught in
Haywood said that "we have falloUoboration
with
en behind." While Kenyon is
Continuing their successful seaoluntbUI ko-ed by
given an "A" rating for the salary
amPUl kop Kau.
son, two of Kenyon's varsity deit doles out to its instructors and
est recreant Ubi·
os over-rule rMassistants by the Association of bate teams scored an impressive
n this weekend.
University Professors, the college 6-4 record at the Boston Univer!ficer Can h a •
receives only a "C" rating in its sity Debate Tournament on Octoledged
extensive
higher salary brackets. The salary ber 1. Kenyon's affirmative team
ity
coveraqe.
ee edilorial-paqe
for instructors will also be raised
- Al Vokuwitz and Ken Moore
from $7,000 yearly to $8,000.
defeated teams from Case,
The new revenue that is necesAmherst,
and M. I. T., while negSTORY OF
.HOURS A TALE sary before the salaries are in,
Steve
creased will accrue through the ative varsity
F CONTROL. CAPTURE. & CONVICTION raise in tuition that the College Landsman and debaters
Tony Lobello
Discussionin the Campus Sen- ternity lounges where there were expects to enact next year, a
downed teams from Middlebury,
on the revision of women's no chaperones, or of inviting them strong return from the Kenyon
Suffolk,
and New Hampshire.
urs regulations has raised ques- anywhere else Under any circum- Fund (in which the alunmi are
ns about the way the problem stances; Occurred'to very few stu. 'soaked), and a grant from the Old Boston College paced first, Harbeen handled in the past. An dents, and severe penalties were Dominion Foundat~on that will vard second, and M.I.T. third in
rnination of the record Indl- given to those to whom the supply Kenyon with
$10,000
a the final standings.
tes that it is a relatively new thought did occur. In 1956, the year for the next five years.
On the same day, two teams
oblem, but that a surprisingly first breakthrough occurred. The
DEAN HAYWOOD SAID that
represented
Kenyon at the Kent
rge number of methods and student handbook of that yearthe overall finances of the College
mbinationsof methods have the first ever issued _ said that are "better than it has been." De- State Tournament at Akron. Al_
n used to deal with it.
women were allowed in lounges spite Kenyon's expansion, only finnative debaters Jet! Butz and
UNTIL THE MIDDLE of the between 4:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. one addition to the faculty is ex- John Sinks compiled a 2-1 rec,
It decade, the problem of worn- on weekdays, and from 1:00 p.m. pected: Mr. Horowitz, who will ord, defeating teams from Marietdid not exist because the and 9:00 p.m. on Saturdays and arrive at the Political Science De- ta and Bowling Green. The negaoughtof inviting women to fra· Sundays, but if chaperones were partment next year after a pre- tive team of John Dalinger and
present, until midnight.
mature sabbatical, which he spent Howard Levy easily triumphed
over a team from John Carroll
(Continued. 011. pup 7)
In May of 1958,a joint facultyUniversity. However, the Kent
State team took first place in its
~~n~~~~
'~!a!N~:~t
presses ~~~e~~~::~~~~
r:o~~;::~
own tournament.
after finishing Rosenberg's students' rooms from noon until
a . ltd"
to a rea I trage
9:00 p.m. on weekdays and Sunrcica rage y
....... Kenyon's recently-investigated
, Eugene O'Neill's A Touch of days and from noon until rnide Poet. With a total cast of ten, night on Saturdays. That recom- Film Society has announced the
e play promises "moving emo- mendation was put into effect, first Kenyon College Film Fesns," according to director James and it lasted one student genera- tival, to be held either a week
Michael. One of O'Neill's later tion.
before or a week after spring varks, the play will be the first
IN 1962. the Student Council cation. The Festival will have
Neillperformance at the Hill conducted an exhaustive survey three parts. The first will be a
eater since the one-act Where of regulations at other colleges retrospective showing of five of
e Cron is Made was produced and attitudes of deans of women what the Society's spokesman,
1935.
at colleges where Kenyon students Carl Thayler, terms "personal"
TIiE PRESENT PRODUCTION frequently date and concluded films which have been historically .
the first of a never-completed that the rules should be greatly important in the fUm industry. I
de by O'Neill concerning the liberalized. The faculty examin, These will serve to heighten one's
in the United States. Action ed Council's report, rejected some awareness of contemporary films,
eters around the Irish "Melody" of its conclusions, but voted to and thus fonn an introduction to
ily: Cornelius, to be played allow women in the dormitories the festival's second part, the
JohnAnderson, his wife Nora, from noon until midnight on Fri- showing and judging of ccntemth SCUdder,and their daughter day instead of the previous noon porary films by what Thayler
rah, Judith Goodhand. Cor- through 9:00. This is how the rules hooes will be established
fihn
r
-~
Football Season Ends - PaumV Leads Conference
IUS is the son of an Irish tavern stand now.
critics. As a summary and third
'p" in the Old Coun"" but he
IContlDuedo ......
71
part of the featlval, the <"liea and
also a former cavalry officer
hopefully a poet and a contem.
o tought with Wellington in
parary composer will take part in
The Campus Senate has been busy these past few weeks
in. ConsequenUy, he is in
~
discussion and symposiums.
nfllctwith his Irish plebian ori·
~
•
THE COST- OF the Festival will in a fairly dualistic way, now refusing a student request, now
and the pretensions of the
be covered by the $600 grant of appeasing them by offering an open session of the august
glish lllilitary aristocracy. The
In reaction to the Campua
the SPFC and possibly $200 trom body.
Y explores Cornelius' struggle
Senat.'.
Ihort·alghted
r..
another source. Admission will
AT ITS MEETING OF NOVEM- ty and ingenuity remarkable for
discoverwho and what he real·
fusal to 'extend
woman's
be charged for each of the retro- ber 4, the Senate turned down a that group. In reply to the Sen.
is. This theme of dreams and hours. the Student Councll
spective screenings, but a blanket request from Student Council, ate's contention that there are
.ionsobserved against a grim
has propoeed a mass remonfee will cover admission to all asking that the women's hours be enough warm places in Gambier
Iity is a familiar one to O'Neill
the contemporary entries. Hope- lengthened to include the frus- at which one may entertain his
dienCt!S.
.trance.
The Collegian au~
fully most of this money will be tratingly idle hours between 9 and date (e.g. The Village Inn _ seatis Particular production, un- ports this pratut.
We urge
used for awards.
12 on Saturday
and Sunday ing capacity 40; the lounge of the
e manyrecent Kenyon plays, is all ·.tudeDu with dates to
Publicity, for and by the Fes· mornings. The Senate, which is Alumni House _ a lot of back
,Ssifiedas an "aefur's play."
convene tomorrow morning
tival will be an important part of composed of five students, five numbers
of R-ader'.
Digest:
~ the small cast, intense interin the lounqe of Peirce Hall its success. The Society plans to faculty members, and a chairman there), the Council recommended
, ls developed in each charac·
advertise the Festival in museums drawn from the faculty, based its that every student with a date
s
as a way of demonatrat1nq
Problem. The play is not as
and colleges throughout Ohio. In decision on the assumption that this Dance Weekend take her to
her as many' of O'Neill's what few faelUU .. there are
addition, Mr. Tbayler believes "propriety" would be violated if the lounge of Peirce Hall Should
rks, and director Michael feels in Gambler for intimate en- that the publicity that a fUm fes. the dorms were open to women this recommendation be fulftlled,
; ~e Kenyon audience will tertainment of one'. date on
tival and established critics can visitors during this period.
Council hopes to demonstrate to
It "an invigorating change of a Dance W.. bnc:L
bring will greaUy enhance the
The Student Council responded the Senate the necessIty for al'-1' Kenyon "imaae."
to the Senate's nay with an slacrilContilllMd.CD~
8)

woMtN's

he Touch Of The Poet

LINCOLN CENTER,
EATCHA HAHT OUT
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The Naughty And The Night Stick
Dance weekends at Kenyon College are traditionally regarded as periodic condensations of the year's fun. Though
most students recognise no calendar-determined limits to their
play, the authorities see the Fall, War, and Spring clambakes
as the students' three genuine opportunities to let their hair
down, no reservations, let go, let fly, anything goes. It is as
if, three times a year, someone flung open a door, there was a
cry of "Hello, Sucker]!" and the good times rolled for a certain number of days before the revelers fled at the sound of
a gong, the doors slammed shut, and the masque was over.
DURING SUCH PERIODS,

authority

sweats

through

a corrosive anxiety that intensifies as the Weekend approaches

and the party-goers begin to desert their tasks for their flasks.
Authority (we shall herein treat the personification as real
and in our midst) feels a strong compulsion to dramatize its
presence. Hence, the appearance of Officer Cass, Security
Boss, before a meeting of student Council at the beginning of
this week. Hence the suggestion of social chairman Alan
Rothenberg, made before the Campus Senate, that guards
should be posted at the gate of the Parking Lot on Dance
Weekends to check all outgoing vehicles for nasty, potentially
self-destructive drunks. (Incidentally, Mr. Rothenberg, that
piece of advice, if implemented, would constitute a violation
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; the suggestion is also a pre.
sumptous bit of treachery on the part of an officer whose
duty it is to show his fellow students a good time.) And
then we have the questionable motives behind the Campus
Senate's discussion of "The Dimensions of Dance Weekend."

COLLEGIAN

LET'S SELL LOLLIPOPS
FOR THE HEART FUND!
The self conscious need for indentification has again reappeared, this time in the form of a two installment sermon by
Barry Bergh entitled "The Fraternity Philosophy." Bergh's remarks are mostly empty rhetoric, and are characterized by
the pervasive use of emotive, not descriptive terms. This
and a lack of specificity, vitiate his argument.
IT IS A MISTAKE to suppose that just because our sister
institutions are changing their fraternity systems, that we
will be "forced" to reappraise ours. We should be cognizant
of trends at other schools, but not swept along by them. We
thought that Kenyon got over this malaise afer the self study
program.
In the entire two articles, the only specific ill of fraternities that Mr. Bergh attacks is the puerile pledging activities.
We quite agree that most of the lineups, with enforced learning of inane fraternity trivia can safely be dispensed with.
What Mr. Bergh wishes to put in the place of these activities
is not quite clear, since he fails to clearly characterize the
the activist role, but we might draw some inferences from
the pontificial generalities of his articles.

NOVEMBER

19,

Ills

LETTERS: BERGH DISSENT!

TO THE EDITOR:
I am concerned with someer
rors in fact and judgment in th
November 5th editorial in t
Collegianentitled "How Far DiJ
tant?" __
Primarily, the COUeqi
has completelymisstatedthe Sell
ate's conclusionin regard to th
question of "The DimenSions
Dance Weekend." The qUest
was, in no way, relegated to lh
Dean of Students office. TheSen
ate did not conclude "that it w;
not par-t of their function to or
dain times for parties and d~la
on some of the more specificite
on the socialcalendar." Them~
casual perusal of the Constitut
of CampusGovernmentwilllUa
it clear that the Senate is the00d
responsible for such legislati
The conclusionemergingfromlb
Campus Senate's discussionG
Dance Weekend has been totaU
obscured by this editorial.
reading of the minutes of theCk
tober 28th meeting of the Sella
will reveal that the "Senatew
assess the results of DanceWeek
end" and reconsider the iSSue.
Q

BERGH ARGUES that fraternities must be a "socially constructive force in the community." Are we to then assume
that fraternities would be the vehicles for self-help programs,
for teaching the crippled children how to swim, and for countless other charitable activities that may be performed within
Or for the college? We do not argue with the need or merit
THE ASSERTIONin the ~o
of these activities; we heartily encourage them. What is eluding paragraph of the ediW
dangerous is to assert that the fraternities should assume ial that, "Whilehere, eachstude
has the freedom to make it tohe
these tasks.
under his own steam," is as pre
First, it should be obvious that to compel pledges, or' mem- posterousas it is poorlyexpress
bers of a fraternity to perform any charitable act is ipso facto Again, a perusal of the Consti
to deprive the act of charity of its distinctive quality, for the tion of Campus Governmentan
charitable intention is as important as the action itself. To the Handbookreveals a variety
"Rules of Behavior" whichlimi
engage in these worthwhile activities in order to get into a frathe "freedom of the student
ternity is to pervert the sense of the deed.
make it hell under his ow
steam." Last year's CampusSe
SECOND, EACH OF US HERE has a role or function. The ate statement concerning theIl;
main function of students and teachers is to come together at of alcoholic beverages moreth
the appropriate times and places to teach and be taught. Stu- clearly indicates this.
dents and teachers therefore tend to have a functional relation
This editorial is apparently
with each other; it is personal only insofar as it conduces to attempt to foment an issu
learning. In our other activities on the campus we have other through a contrived and Vel'
roles to play, and other functional relations with people. The strained analogy of Kenyonwi
.
.
Yale, CCNY,and QueensColle
fraternity IS the only place on campus where we have no The im lication is that a bar a'
functional role. It is here, in the division, where personal b~'Stru~k":b~tween faculty gan
relations, our friendships, can be developed. We exercise students: "Keep your hands a
selectivity in choosing whom we live with; no one would wish student life and we'll stay out
it otherwise. To institutionalize the fraternity as an ersatz ~aculty appointments." Theid
Kiwanis club would leave little time for enjoying our personal ~ei~::~~ve~t~:re~=v:tev~:%O
private lives.
any responsibility for facultya
Despite Mr. Bergh's screed, a fraternity does "effect the pointments. There are no ind
social whims of its members." How else could Mr. Bergh en- cations students' will ever sha
."
.
this responsibility. The facul
tertam hIS women fr-iends on the forthcommg weekend? Or however, according to the Con
have that after-the-game keg? Or that brandy and soda party stitution of this College,shareth
that breaks up the winter's monotony? The fraternity "com- responsibility for the governmm
plements the liberal education" here, Mr. Bergh, by describ- of its students, the regulationa
ing a social perimeter within which we may enjoy our frends student publications,
athleti
' t I·t IS WIt
ithi m this penme
imet er t h at we' clubs,
fraternities
othe
our par tiies, an d th e res.
activities
of studentand
life.all
It is be

Do not the students have the right to enjoy themselves
without being eternally conscious of the possibility of getting
bushwacked at any time in the course of a Dance Weekend?
Why must Authority amplify his constant siren at this specific
time of the year? And, moreover, why at this time is the
air rent with a self-conscious cresendo of that all good-time
emotion?
rest and refresh ourselves, that we may momentarily retire
IT IS OUR FEELING that the concept of spontaneity has from our work here. The fraternity does have a "positive
expired or is in the process of expiring in the social course effect" on its members in just this respect. Faculty have their
of the Kenyon student. But we feel that it is no real fault private lives; why can't we have ours? Imagine what life
of his, rather that of those duty-bound gentry who are bent in Gambier would be like without the division, or at least
on defining an inviolate matrix for social activity: there is a some purely social unit.

time to drink, a time to have a date, and this time must be
MR. BERGH ARGUES that the fraternity should "stimuofficially ordained or it is inadmissable.
late". its members. This reflects the Babbitry and lack of
fare
We suppose it is all very explicable if taken on the terms eeling in American life today. We do not need to be stimuof the educational process. After all, we remember that in lated. Our lives do not have to be an endless succession of
elementary school there was a morning and an afternoon purposeful activities. What's so wrong with keeping "stirnurecess. The attitude continues when one enters the cold cruelie lation" out, in order to preserve feelings? We wrote in our
too. We are told that the Musak people program swift march first issue that a fraternity is a place in which to live. What
music immediately before the lunch hour in order to exact we meant is written here.
the maximum of cheerful efficiency from the office workers
This is not to denigrate fraternities, as Mr. Bergh seems
who are anticipating their hour of freedom.
to think. It is not a passive role. In this picture, fraternitie.:
AUTHORITY CONSPIRES to attach a rheostat to our do not necessarily avoid certain corporate responsibilities
recreant natures. When our temperature nears the boiling th at h ave been asigned to them by the college; indeed, these
point, and our enzymes overheat to the friction of too much responsibilities go together with the precious autonomy which
hard work, Authority signals a cooling off period. But even the college grants, an autonomy necessary for preserving the
then the rheostat still functions. Officer Cass encourages us division as our private domain.
We would grant the need for changes. But we do not adto feed all unruly drunks to the constabulary machinery
rather than attempt to handle them ourseles, though they may vocate the precipitous progressivism which is implied in
be our friends. Mr. Rothenbeg urges more police enforce- Mr. Bergh's m<i:nifesto.
-C.S.M.
ment for the Dance Weekend. Then, with all the strictures
SO IiERE'S TO ANOTHER DANCE WEEKEND, that roin mind, we are instructed to go forth and frolic.
seate time of leathean laughter and license. But like all liOnly the foolhardy would hope to abolish the controls
cense·holders, we suppose, we must be aware of that cop, lay~
imposed on the libertine. But it is our belief that only a fool ing in wait for us by the side of the road.
would remain conscious of these controls.
Next year, we guess we can expect radar.
-R.G.F.

~ide the point to argue thatth
faculty, who chaperone 0
parties, should "keep hands011'
student life.
THE NOTION OF DISTAN
this editorial advocates is a:n~
thetical to the concept of libe~
education evident in the rue
and practices of this College.W
what President Lund calls
.
"collegium"and not separated~
tinct communities. It is a nect
sity, and indeed an advantage,
a small liberal arts collegetha
the faculty be concernedwith.~
students as people. Despite~
Linton's thoughts on "impersD
goverrunent"by the CampUS
sen
ate, the reason why we have~
nothing at all parallel to u
Berkeley riots is preciselythefa
that we have a Campus sena
with uniquely strong particip~~
in legislation. The Senate111
to many places for advicewh
consideringlegislation_ the5tll
dent Council,the IFC, the Facul
Council, a~d even the C;ll~ I
It is discouragingto findthe C<i
leq:ianproferring advice in til
form of strained analogiesal1
misstatements.
Barry M.Bergh.'Si
_..
Oh dear. __Reader Berg-h'. 'If.'
seem unmendal:lle.
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,tier to the Editor

SENATE BUGS
SHUTTERBUGS

OPHOMORE INCENSED
THE EDITORl

these

people are ignorant?

Do

1 was incensed to read the flag- you think they a:re"mindIess? Is a

t1Y mocking editorial, "War
~ Child'SPlay," in the Novem" 5h Issue of the Coll....,:;an. It
,"'"
-,..
as a direct and hwniliating afnt to Predertcktown
High
~O()lthat revea~ a basic misnceptionabout high school stunls in America.. You write,
only the unkind would say
~t'the theatrics of the Freder ,
kloWIl Marching Band were out. ."
J'
h
giouslYjingoistic.
us w 0
ight those "unkind"
be, Mr.
ilor? You call the band's demstratton"theatrics"-yet do you
ally think those young people
ought of themselves as merely
~~seless entertainers?
You
eakof them as "children," of a
anyuniformed Freddy, perched
the bandstand, his tufted drum
ajar's helmet balanced on his
ee, his left hand firmly gripping
e caressing digitals of his
ady." This is an unfair sneer.
yOUcall this childish just watch
me of the "men" of Kenyon
alldng around hand in hand
Ith their dates, who usually are
I even their "steadies."
You
nck their compassion and their
lmanity.
AFTER SETTING THESE earst high schoolers up as helpless
ildren,you are brash enough to
11 their action a "slaughter of
e innocents." You tell us that
eyhave '1ittle idea of the Presi~
nl'spolicy," and that they have
"conceptionof what it is to die
VietNam." Do you think that

PECIAL PROJECTS
MAKE GRANTS

high school student incapable of
comprehending the policy of the
United States government in Viet
Nam?" Is he unable to com,
prehend the moral question of our
presence there?....
Can he not
read a paper or book, listen to
debates, to the President, and
even to dissenters of government
policy, as I am sure you did in
high school, Mr. Editor? Do you
really think. that a high school student has no conception of what
it is La die in Viet Nam?..·.. (I
wonder how many high school
students are dying there right
now-and
knowing why). In
short, what is a high school student Mr. Editor-a helpless babe
in the arms of his mother? An
unthinking, passionless. uninquisitive, "unequipped" ...
child?
Yes, they are children. Their innocence
is their belief in freedom
for all men, their belief in Amert;
ca, their belief in the preservation
of freedom for all mankind. I
thank God that so much of America has this same childish Inaccence. I applaud Fredericktown
High School for displaying it. It
is you, Mr. Editor, who is mocking and pathetically
scoming
these young people, "slaughtering the innocents."
AMERICANS ARE RARELY
brought in contact with a display
of the growth of the nation the expansion of freedom.
The
American flag is a symbol of this
freedom. It symbolizes the toil
this country underwent to attain
freedom and preserve it. The flag
must be honored and respected,
not danmed and called "jingoistic." The flag must be revered,
not mocked and derided. Patriotism is too often mistermed as
chauvinism because we tend to
forget the flag and its history we forget our heritage. And when
we remember- as Fredericktown
High School remembered - we
are called blind patriots, fanatics,
war mongers. The flag is simply
America. Do not chide it; but
love it, respect it, and cherish it.
John Greller. '88

In its flrst year of operation,
oneyflowed out of the ·Special
ojects Fund to the tune of
853. In two meetings of the
Fe on October 5 and Novemr 2, the Conunittee granted
25 and $464 to the Kenyon Stunt Forum and the Kenyon
ristian Fellowship to sponsor
eakers. $100 went to the Chapn's Officeto partially finance a
lure by Professor
Abraham
3chel. Another $150 was allotto the English Department to
re Br. Antonious for a poetry
ading. The Dramatic Club was
arded $250 for an intercolle·Yes. Some of our legislators
ate drama festival to be held
have even proved themselves
arch18-20. The Committee gave
incapable
00 to both the KCtDyonPenpttC"·Certainly. Who among us can
e and the Kenyon College Film
articulate the whole moral ba_
tival The International Resis of the cold war or the soionsClub received $63 to send
called "struggle for freedom."
·0 delegates to the Ohio Valley
.....yes.
Neither do we know fulnference of International Rely
horror of war. We have
ionsClubs.
not experienced it We don't
BUT IT WAS NOT Christmas
don't care too, either.
Novemberfor all. The Hockey
ub was denied funds for a pre~
Mr. GNller has erictcUy mIIasontrip by SPFC. It also re- read the editorial War and Child's
3I:U
funds for a special issue oj' Play. By depicting that touchiD9
lea. suggesting that the issue be couple in the stand .. we cUd nat
torporated into the regular intend a luer. The "lkrughtel' of
lea editions. The Debate So- the innocentI" to which we m...
·
ty was turned down on its plan nd weD committecl not by the
r an exhibition debate, pending childre:
they are the l.D.aoeenta.
e SUbmissionoj' a full 8n.anc1al Our ta:l'tjet in the edltorIal .....
!lOrt.
the adultlll who put them. throuQ'h
Bu
.
their paces. By 10 doing ..... feeL
t the Fund is not yet dried these aduUa rnh'ec1 the seatimat
for this year. Competing for that .ent rcmb of amall cbUc:lr.n
e.remaining $900 is the Inter- paracli.ntj UDder the kUeg Uvhta at
!lanai Relations Cluh which Nuremberg.
pes to get an additional grant of
00-$400 to sponsor a series of
Mr. Greller also ... 1Ila to th1Dk
tures and films dealing in cur that: patriotism 11 imlquely Ameri_
nt international
affairs. The can. For our part. we f.. 1 that
Ft. C. has the noble goal of ar- Oa;-waring and. 900U.1teppinqo is
Using
student opinion.
Ed aD. experieac:e derl.,.ed from the
U~wellseeks $750 for the pro- coarser aspects of the old world.
~~on of Gilbert and Sullivan's Though it is MDU1eu to de1buM:de
~,:,~nc:e. Last,
but not least, OUl' Yilloa. of America In theM
II\.CO is competing for the lion's- paqes. .. e do encouraqe Mr. Onl.
b;~e of the $lM>O. Clearly there ler to look pat monotonous
cborflU not be enough money to go ulel and brilliant bannen to a
~nd, but the Conunittee will more ge-nu1De Amerlca. made of
~: again in the first week of J*)ple who ..thInk ..ImUriduanf
ruiry.
apart from the JMII'QU.
-Ed.

the
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Hawkes and Doves

The Frat _Philosophy:" Now the Passives b'y·Barry Bergh

..

. _..

.~

':~'Wa.ssamatta',·you don't like
photogs" was the reaction or some
professionally concerned students
to the following edict handed
down by the Campus Senate at
its meeting of November 4:

IT IS DIFFICULT to play the deVi.i'~advocate, so I shall not try
to esPo~-tli~ passwe-concept- of "fraternity-but I ·shall-trY to charartertae it. The easiest way to do this would be to elaborate on the
contrast beween the passive viewpoint and the active viewpoint,
which I have already outlined.
For the passivist the fraternity Ic----c--cc---:--,:--c---:--,provides no stimulus of any kind. temps and particularly the fraterIt is a convenience available to nity's, to impose restrictions on
O.. LY STUDENTS WHO JUm
VERlFlElI
R£PR£SENTATIVES
those elected to membership in it. the individual. He views the ereOF STUDENT AND COLLECE
The fraternity seems to be a place ternity as one of the only vehicles
PUBUCATIOIfS
W1LL
BE
which
has no other function but for freedom of action remaining in
PERMITTED TO TAltE PHOto exist. If the fraternity plays a coll:giate environment.
The
TOGRAPHS
AT
OFFICIAL
COLLEGE FUlfCTlO .... THEBE
the role of a stimulus it exercises fraterruty fulfills the role of a
PElUSO.... HOWEVER, MUST
too great a force on the individual sanctuary where one can esca~e
FIRST CLEAR THEIR. PLAJIS
member and thus erodes the in- from the pressures of academic
WlTJl THE ADVIIIER OF THE
ter-pers~nal relationships univer- work a~~ ~oll~ge ~eg~,xations.
PHOTOGRAPHIC
A.IOCIATlOR letrltllEKTLy
PROFESsally available to Kenyon stu- The .les~ institutionalized
a ~a80R THOMAS QRE£JfSLADE)
dents. The fraternity is a place ~er:mtylS and ~e mo~e responsive
TO A'StJRE THAT THE JI.R.
to party-a social vehicle-s-but
as It ra to the w~mls of ~ts.members,
RA1fGEMElI'r
FOB TAXIlfG
an institution it is to affect the the more enjoyable It is for the
PHOTOGRAPHS ARE .APPROPRIATE TO THE OCcA'IOK.
individuals involved in it as little passivist.
as possible. It is up to the indiThis attitude is not without
THE ACTION RESULTED out
vidual to forge his own Inter-per; merit per Ie. There is much to
of an incident that had occurred sonal relationships without the be said for the fratemity as a
earlier in the week, when several interference of the fraternity. sanctuary of individualism, and I
faculty members had lodged loud The goal is not for the fraternity personally must acknowledge the
complaints about the cacophany of to exercise a "positive effect" on attractiveness of such a notion. It
shutters
that
"marred"
Mr. its members, but to minimize the is wrong, however, in that it roLowell's speech on Founder's Day. inhibitory effects of fraternity. It mantically disregards the situis not the fraternity's function to ation in which fraternities find
The above ukase, drafted by the involve its members "in society." themselves today. Kenyon Col;
Dean of Students, is intended to
THE PASSIVIST IS the first to lege has burdened its fraternities
restrain photographic activity at affirm that Kenyon College is an with responsibilities for the persuch functions where, in his opin, adult experience, but he is the formances of functions other than
ion, the presence of photographers first to deny the responsibilities the social ones. Fraternities have
is undesirable, like football hall- implicit in that affirmation. He been loath to shake off their comtimes.
rejects the notion that the frater- placency and realize the responsiIN ANOTHER RESTRAINT oity necessarily plays any role in bilities th~ colleg~ has placed on
•• t k"
to
db'
the maturing process of the indi- them. ThlS then IS currently the
the Se na""
00
s"",ps war
urf ter·,
dil
th
d. the Kenyon Film S0- vidual
It-will naturally playa
ra my
emma:
e , IchoeaucratlZlng
-,
A t the mee tin g 0 f N ovem- role in the maturing process for tomy.. between the college s con_
Cle y.
._
.,
t
Pr f
some of its members, but not for ception of the fratern.Ity and the
ucr , wo sena ors,
0 essor
f t
·ty'
f
f'ts
If
Richard HetUinger and Barry others, and it should not attempt ra ernl .s concep lOn 0 . Ie.
Bee h, '66 resented their draft of to have a maturing effect on these The question t~ be solved. IS w~eP
g
d
dm t
·tin "others"
ther a fraternIty can long resist
a propose
amen
en wnt"'_ g' The obligation a fraternity has th e responSi·b·li'.,
to
th
C
lies WI-th wh-IC h th e
th e S OCley In
e ampus .......
v.
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II
h
ddied·
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,
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t'
to
this
college
IS
nunmuzed
by
the
co
ege
as
sa
It and stl
ernmen const1 u Ion.
hI·
'hi
.ty
passivist. He feels that the frater- ave a pace lD
s communI .
The amendment calls for the nity has little or no obligation to
THE PASSIVIST NOTION is
replacement of the Society's pre- complement the liberal education attractive. However, despite the
sent one-man control with a board in which this college is engaged. PollyalUla overtones of the acticomposed of three faculty mem- As well, he rejects the notion of vist's position, his view is essentbers, one of whom shall act as fraternity responsibility." He taci- iaUy less naive than that of the
chairman and vote only in case tty refuses to accept responsibil- passivist. The activist has real_
of a tie, and two students who ities which he feels belong in the istically, and quite pragmatishall have the respective titles of Dean of Students office. He has cally, formulated a "fraternity
Director and Secretary-Treasurer. no conception of the fraternity as doctrine" that is in harmony with
The Director (shades of Otto Pre_ an agent of order and stability in the wishes of the college and even
minger) will be responsible for the dormitories.
complements those wishes. The
the general organization of the
THE PASSIVISTS CONCEP- passivist is essentially still com~
programs, and the ordering of sel- tion of fraternity, in short, is best cent. He rejects any modification
ected films, and arrangement for characterized by a laissez-faire of his notion of fraternities, yet
publicity and projection.
attitude.
The defense for this he fails to articulate a rational
rests in the passivist's notion of for his views that significantly
UNDER
THE
PROPOSED
individualism. The pas s i vis t question the college's attitude to
amendment, the Director will
would resist any institution's at_ fraternities.
choose twelve of the year's cinema
selections, the rest to be chosen by
the board.

WAR BULLETINI

The amendment awaits formal
by Lais Pyle
passage by the Senate. If approvIS~
to the COLLEGIAII)
Groups of dark furtive forms
ed, it will take effect the flnt
huddled orl the ground, whistle
semester of the 1966-1967 tenn.
signals were exchanged between
-------------dripping men in wet-suits as they
More Handicapped Kids directed the closing maneuvers of
an elaborately~planned pincer atTo Get Into the Swim tack-and
the enemy were noThe much honored Kenyon Col- where in sight. It might have
lege handicapped children's probeen Viet Nam.
gram has extended itself. The
BUT THE SCENE of this action
program has interested others and was not the flelds of Phu Ku, not
now the Newark YMCA is taking the paddies of the Me Kong Delta,
on classes begining Nov. 6. The nor the plains of Plei Me, it was
new classes were initiated and a field near the power house. The
organized by Richard Denny of absentee enemy were the Betas
Newark, who has been bringing and the frustrated guerillas were
his son to Gambier for lessons.
members of a top-secret group
THE "y" CLASSES will be un- identifiable only as Tactical Force
der the direction of John Cepin, Royal F--. Their objective: the
physical director. In preparation legendary trestle bridge.
for the classes, the instructors,
The special expeditionary force,
students at Denison University composed largely of members of
and Granville High School. were another Leonard Hall fraternity,
brought to Gambier to observe had begun to mobilize earlier in
and work with the Knox County the week in response to reports of
children.
the intrafraternal war ~ame being
planned for Monday mght by the
The Kenyon program is spon· members of Beta Theta Pi. They
sored by the Arnold Air Society had expected to find fifteen sophoof the Air Force ROTC. Although mores under the command of
small. the program has been hon- Mark Steniowski already defendored with recognition from the ing the trestle against attack from
Air Force, Red Cross, Knox Coun- Beta upperclassmen.
ty, and the Ohio and National
BUT THE COMMAJlI)O group
Crippled Children's Societies.
forgot that intelligence can flow

two ways, and when they reached
the bridge they found neither at
tackers nor defenders. They found
only mist.
It was a disappointing conclu
sion to a carefully-planned and
skillfully·executed amphibious at
tack.
AFTER THE Hot-Line system
of secret PBX phones linking ad
ministration bigwigs had been
mysteriously
disrupted,
TFRF
gathered in a secluded bUilding
in the Bexley forest. There they
packed water-balloon knapsacks
and completed preparations of a
large raft. By eleven odock, a
complex route of hack roads had
brought carloads of charcoal
daubed guerillas to a point across
the Kokosing from the power
house. The raft had been con
nected to a guide rope strung
across the river, and two men 10
wet-suits were ferrying
across
four-man attack squads. Mean
while, two diversionary groups
one armed with searchlights to
destroy opponents' night vision
approached the empty brIdge.
The groups met at the bridge,
uttered a wail of disappolnted
recognition, and then' becoming
Kenyon students once again, they
returned to their rooms to write
overdue papers and ponder the
fortunes of war and peace.
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BRUTALITY

IN CLEVELAND-CIVILITY

The cop took off his coat, closed
by Mark Savin
The Cleveland bus station is a deceivingly plain' place. his hand and hit him again: his
Like all proper bus stations it has pasteled murals of America ear began to bleed now, he bemoving smilingly westward in sleek Greyhound buses and gan to cry. The gray-haired of,
innumerable
old ladies with well-stuffed green paper shop- fleer stared at his shoes. "Just
ping bags clenched tightly between their fat brown legs. And cause I'm a Negro you think you
too, it is the home, bench and urinal for some of the city's can hit me, well I'm a member of
the NAACP, I got my rights tco-;
less distinguished senior citizens. But there is a much more his voice cracked-I wasn't doing
interesting element tucked away in the nooks and corners anything and you hit me." The
cop looked at him, laughed, told
of the station.
him to say "sir" when he was adI WAS WAITING for a bus think the same brother. C'mon
dressing an officer of the law and
East, quietly reading from the when's your bus leave? We'll go
hit him again in the face. The
Greek poets when a sad looking have some real fun." The other blood rolled quickly from his ear.
fellow in a forest-green corduroy was vigorously nodding his as- "I'm a man, I got rights too. What
jacket asked me for directions to sent, but interrupted to say that do you think this is Texas or
the Reed Hotel. He was from he had to relieve himself and Georgia?" "Try Alabama nigger."
The cop snickered at his own joke
Greenville, Mississippi, couldn't scurried hurriedly toward the
and slammed his fist once more
read or write, and was missing so restroom.
against the bleeding side of his
many teeth that he could barely
NO SOONER had he left than head. The same officer pulled a
talk. But roughly I found out three of Cleveland's finest ap- blackjack from his backpocket,
glanced triumphantly at his comthat his brother had been in some
proached me and my newfound
panions and said "Come on say
sort of accident and was slowly
dying of tetanus and general in- friend, and begged a word with something nigger, tell me about
fection at the Reed Hotel. Cleve- us. They escorted us to a little your rights again - gimme a
land has no Reed Hotel, and I known room in the station, win, chance to hit you with this."
was trying to explain this to him dowless, perhaps six feet square,
THE OLDER OFFICER moved
when a dapper fellow in a with a single wooden bench, a over, asked the guy some queshound.stooth hat, irridescent vest phone, and one of those glaring tions, got his name and address,
and matching continental pants lights Jack Webb made famous. height and weight, called the pncalmly strolled up and asked what The senior officer ressembled the lice station and told them to look
kindly, gray-haired, middleaged him up. He then turned to me,
the trouble was.
The first fellow blubbered to sort of cop one imagines helping picked up my book, asked my
him what had just been blubbered little kids and old ladies across name, what I was doing, where I
to me and thus informed, he im- busy intersections. The other two was going, how I met this guy,
mediately took charge of the sit- didn't. They were both big, what he wanted. I told him. He
uation. He was from Greenville, paunchy, with heavy faces, and asked where I went to school Mississippi too, and wasn't about closely cut, highly greased blond he had never heard of it, but
to let a friend or a friend's friend hair. The bigger of the two looked at my identification and
(me) down. "Look for five bucks frisked us, stuck me in one cor- believed me. The station called
I'll get you a girl, clean, she'll ner, the Negro in the other, shin- back, and the man was apparently
take your mind off the whole ed the light at him and quickly wanted for something, someplace.
They opened the door. I walked
thing--c'mon friend you'll feel a asked his name. The guy took
lot better." Turning to me, "Hey, out his wallet and said "Here sir, out and behind me strolled the
c'mon over here, these are good here's all my identification." The leading officer and his two assistgirls, man-they do things those cop tightened his hand and hit ants carrying the Negro by his
white cherries ain't ever heard of, him across the face - "I didn't armpits, with his hands hand.
and yea they're clean, c'mon. ask for your identification nigger, cuffed behind him, the blood
Look you're a liberal, aren't you? just give me your name." "Sir, I clotting on his face and shouting
You're going to college. I'm in didn't do nothing, I just trying - "Hey! At least Iemme get my
the N double A CP myself - we to help you, I didn't do nothing." hat."

Sangies Gobbled
by Charles Spain Venal

In addition to supervising the
Kenyon - Bexley complex, the
College's crack managerial squad
(Sam Lord) has a finger in a multitude of peripheral pies. Among
the remunerative goodies from
which the College rakes profits
are: the supply of public utilities
to the village, donnitory vending
machines, the College Shop, the
Coffee-Shop and its juke box, the
now-dormant automatic laundry,
he laundry in Peirce Hall, Alumni House and off-campus and faculty housing. In his most recent financial venture as TreasurerBusiness Manager, Samuel Lord
has added the Campus Sandwich
Service to the College's Investment portfolio.
ALTHOUGH the operation will
be managed by SAGA food ser-

vice, Jerry Reynolds, one of three
student owners, does not expect
the familiar Sangy man to disappear from the Hill. Indeed he
looks forward to the day when
Kenyon students will be hawking
'more delicate items" in the corridors of Chase College for Women.
Reynolds characterized Mr. Lord
as a "funny man," but noted that
he had been "extremely fair and
forthright" in the negotiations
and had not resorted to coercive
tactics. He emphasized that the
present owners had been planning
to sell anyway and had simply
agreed to grant the College first
chance. The final contract will be
signed on November 28. Selling
price will be $1.500.
THE TWELVE- YEAR OLD
Sangy Service, one of the few en·
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THE BIG BLACKOUT
Having just exported the concept of Peep night to a large
segment of the Atlantic seaboard, Kenyon was struck by another power failure last Tuesday night.
Ironically, it was a
newly installed loop system like that responsible for the
Eastern blackout that preserved at least a semblance of power
on most of the Hill.
AS HIGH WINDS SWEPT
Knox County, the College lights
flickered several times and then
dimmed. The cause of the power
drain was soon aparent, as the sky
was lit blue and orange and pink
by intense flashes emanating from
the end of a broken line. The

fiery cable fell to the middle of
the road behind Chaplain Rogan's
house, only fifteen feet from a dry
wooded area, where it was soon
isolated by the ever-watchful
Gambier Fire Department. Contacted at the scene, Fire Marshall
(Formerly Village Marshall) Chartirely student-run businesses on les Imel exclaimed "I don't know
a damn thing about 'lectricity. I
campus, is also one of the most
only know it bites. I just got out
profitable, grossing nearly $12,000
of bed."
a year. Under the management of
present owners Nolan, Reynolds
The scene was thronged with
and Rothenberg, food preparation other local celebrities. Chief Secis handled by a grandmotherly urity Officer James Cass directed
Gambier resident, a retired res- traffic and students away from
tauranteuse who takes a personal the area. Yale Greenfield hovered
interest in quality and even bakes around the blaze, recording the
her own bread. Her kitchens are historic event on film for posregularly inspected by the State terity. John D. Batchelder, former
of Ohio.
proprietor of the Village Inn ra.,
minded onlookers that during the
SAGA REPRESENTATIVE Bill
last such failure Ohio Power had
Boyer is not sure whether cook- taken four and a half hours to
ing will be consolidated into the arrive and then had shut off all
Peirce Hall operation or partially power to the village. John Kussub-contracted to the present han, College Registrar, noted that
cook, though there is speculation he, too, was suffering from the
that Coffee-Shop employees will power break, as the bell in his
handle much of the work during Gund Hall apartment wouldn't go
off-hours. He hopes to duplicate off.
the product now being offered
TOWARD MIDNIGHT. repairand plans to reduce expenses
through increased wholesale or- men arrived, plunging the Gamdering. He expects that a student bier community into total darkmanager will directly supervise ness. But to the tune of crashing
sandwich supervision and sale. waterbags, candlelit typewriters
The College will handle the and searing curses, Kenyon survived the night.
profits.

IN MOUNT

VERNON

by Richard Henry Lee
It's difficult to get Mount Vernon's recently-elected !!laYor
Mark Kinney, to talk about himself. He says flatly, "Ther;
are more important people in town." What Kinney Wantst~
talk about are concrete plans, suggestions - just about any
thing that he can possibly use in running Mount Vernon. \'~u
just can't get him to talk in vague generalities - the bana
questions about past successes and future hopes go right hy
the board as he probes specifics. "Gee, I wonder if we COuld
do this.
. Do you think? That sounds good." All this whil~
he navigates the many floors of Mount Vernon's Ringwalts
the oldest department store in town and a family business
alternately greeted - "Hi Mark!" - and questioned by hb
salesgirls and secretaries.
To put it in midwestern terms
Mark Kinney is a "real go-getter."
I

BUT IF ALL this evokes a dis- make a comprehensive plan f
tasteful, Babbit-like image of the city development which will in
Mayor, consider the other side of corporate "all the good ideas."
Mark Kinney. Although he looks
One of the "good ideas" OCCUr
the part of the prosperous Ohio
red to Kinney after reading Th
businessman, he turns out to be a Sane Soci":..ty,
by Erich Fromm.H
sort of feather-weight John Lind- envisioned a "town hall meeting,
say, Yale-educated (Bill Buck- sort of a New England town nee
ley's yearl), with a charming
ing, but representational in nat
Mexican wife, and drawing on the
due to the size of Mount Verno
pnilosophv of Erich Fromm to Kinney feels that this wouldd
govern a city of 12,000.He is also velop a feeling of belongingan
a man who sees Kenyon College
as playing a vital role in the com- a sense of participation in
munity, "making it a culturally Mount Vernon residents. As
enjoyable, beneficial place in preliminary, he has been contaa
which to live."
ing churches and encouragi
Kinney's ties with the College them to form neighborhood
have always been close. His cussion groups in their congren
grandfather, Ralph Ringwalt, at- tlons.
tended Kenyon and served on the
Board of Trustees. Mark's father,
KINNEY WOULD very muc
Curtis Kinney, is also a Kenyon like to tie Kenyon into his p
Man and the Ringwalt Rare Book for the new, improved Mountve
Room in the Chalmers Library is
a gift of the family. It was while non, and he disclosed that Pres
at Kenyon that Curtis Kinney met dent Lund (Kinney calls hill
Mark's mother and there ensued "Doc") has expressed a goodd
what Mark wistfully terms a of interest. One of Kinney'side
"typical Kenyon-Mount Vernon is to utilize Kenyon's building
Romance."
vacant in summer, as a conreren
Mark grew up in Mount Vernon center and combine this fadlit
and after graduation from Yale with "the charm of a well-settl
(where he met his wife) spent a
home-like community." (MoU!
year in the planned community of
Vernon).
Greenbelt, Maryland so he could
study the operation of co-ops,
Kinney criticized the Mow:
which were the only form of store Vernon community for not ta .
in the community. Then he came advantage of Kenyon's manya
back to Mount Vernon.
tractions but more Immediate
he would like to see a closerra
HE GOT HIS start in politics
port between the townspeople
five years ago, when the president
the Kenyon students. He fee
of Mount Vernon's city council rethat the students, no matter
signed. The mayor, charged with
engrossed in their studies, wo
filling the post asked Kinney and
like to feel that they are part
he accepted. When elections were
a community and he emphatic
held, he ran unopposed. But last
believes that Mount Vernon
year at this time the mayor died
worth-while being part of.
and by automatic succession Kinney became mayor. Thus, this
HE R:E;MARKS,"Mount Vel
November was the first time he non is a very cosmopolitantoWli
had actually run for election as The plants have operations
mayor. Although he is a friend- over the world, so people
ly, outgoing, Dale Carnegie sort coming and going all the time
of person, he doesn't care too He fondly recalls, for exaropl
much for politics and one might the time his wife had somefde
suspect he finds town political life up from Mexico. "It was Meri
rather dull. But he is concerned can Independence Day and '
about getting his philosophy
a· calls for a celebration wherer
cross to the voters and he says, "if you are. We had a party with tb
public speaking is campaigning - Latins from Cooper-Bessemer w
I like it." Almost certainly his lasted for three days."
political aspirations go no further.
Kinney would like to get K
He finds the mayor's job an attractive one. "This is the kind of yon in on the high jinks as
thing I've always been interested immediate beginning to wlla
might become a permanent tlJJ.
in," he admits.
in "town-gown" relations. E
RIGHT NOW, Kinney's chief enthusiastically proposed a ":ni
concern for Mount Vernon is that cocktail party" where a limi
it- develop a long-range plan, so number of Kenyon faculty
~hat "every action the city takes students would meet someof
Isn't a crisis action." Kinney is Mount Vernon Jet Set _ theper
a businessman, given to phrases sonnel of the international
Continen
like "the art of management," so of Cooper-Bessemer,
he sees the problem in tenns of Can, and Pittsburgh Plate G
a capital program, deciding what It is refreshing to find a mayor
kind of community Mount Vernon Mount Vernon who would dart.
should be and then setting up the publically propose an Inncve
means of obtaining it step by of this kind, and certainlY
step. Kinney is pleased with the Mark Kinney can achieve eI',
beginning of this program _ the this limited success, he may ,
hiring of Dalton and Dalton, pro- go down as one of the outsiaP
fessional consultants who will ing figures in local historY·
I
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ONG TRIPS AND SHORT VISITS: LAKE ERIE WEEKEND
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HE WHOLE ATMOSPHERE
youngmen going to Lake Erie
at Lake Erie, is one of being
vously on-edge and out-ofceo As one Kenyon man rerked "it's like seeing things
m the other side." During the
-mile trip to Painesville, the
engers in the car were silent,
silence being broken only by
obnoxious disk jockey on the
.radio,who had just had a piznamedafter him by some Irish
taurant in Akron.
nlike Gambier when Kenyon
besieged by Dance Weekends,
keErie seemed to be taking the
ole affair in stride. In fact,
ing the weekend, the commay theatre of Lake Erie College
s presenting its Fall Play,
gene O'Neill's Marco Millions,
an attempt to seem oblivious
stoic through the chaos imd by beer and rock-and-roll.
TANDING IN THE lobby of
theatre where Marco Millions
s playing, we encountered
nardo Schapiro, a sometime
tioch student and dishwasher,
o was playing the part of Kub,
Khan. Long-haired and weara pair of wide-angle sun,
sses, he talked constantly in a
atrical tone to an entouraage
we girls in leotards and a short
very furry dog. "Speakas an actor, frankly this play
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stinks.
. the play itself has some
good moments, but the cast isn't
sensitive enough to carry them
off." He said that he was working at Lake Erie washing di'shes
as a work project. part of Antioch's curr ieulum, but that he was
planning to "become a college
drop-out" as of January 1st. "Aftcr that, I plan to make a film,
which I'm raising money for now,
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by Floyd S•. Linton
"I CAN'T WAIT until tomorrow night. Every girl and
r date are just going to blow their minds.
. it'll just be
tastic ....
brains all over the ceiling ....
I can't wait."
ose words of gleeful anticipation were spoken by Shirley
nehart the Friday night of Lake Erie College's Dance Weekd a fortnight ago. Shirley is a senior at Lake Erie and
airman of the College's Social Board, the body politic that
nages the occasional Eries' social events throughout the
ar. Lake Erie's Fall Dance is the year's biggest blow-out;
is year, with the appearance of blues artist Paul Butterfield
m Chicago, interest - and hope for better things - was
enmore desperate.
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on going into the armed forces. compelled the girl's interest, and
THE WHOLE AFTERNOON
"That's how Oswald got his start," the young men who escorted the had an easy air about it; the
he replied curtly.
girls during the weekend: But- couples were a little tired from
terfield and Company, some Negro the night before and people seem• • • • •
LINCOLN COMMONS, the site and some white, dressed so ec- ed to be gaining their second wind
centrically, in boots, suede jack- for the big night to come.
of the next night's dance, is a
ets, chambray shirts and acting so
FOR THE DANCE, the tables
three-story glass structure, con, quietly; and the girls' escorts, and chairs in the upstairs dining
taining a dining hall, a coffee dressed in weejuns, sweaters, room, a room that covered the enshop, lounges, and down-stairs, buttondown shirts, and acting, tire second floor of Lincoln Com,
several poshly carpeted and fur- with the assistance of beer, so mons, had been moved back to
stridently.
provide space for dancing. The
nished cave- like rooms, used, a
people attending the dance were
•
•
•
girl explained, as "places to go
THE PRESIDENT of Lake Erie almost Wliformly dressed well;
when you have a date." From the was hosting the girls and their the girls, their ensembles fitting
outside, the Commons, brightly'ift dates that night at his estate, neatly to their girdled-up frames,
in the early evening, looked like Morley Farm, about seven miles and the girls' dates, looking smart
a giant fishbowl teeming with from the main campus. The first and very Ivy-League in tweed
many people on several layers. order of entertainment was a Yul sport jackets. How people were
Amid all this confusion, the eon, Brynner movie shown in his li- dressed did not matter for long,
fusion that seemed to be her brary, a wing of the house that however, for the room was warm,
looked like a ballroom with book- and it was only a short while beshelves. After the film, the girls fore dancers had worked themserved beer and danced to music selves into a lather. Shirley Rinehart was there, literally running
from a record player.
When I'm ridin' around the circles around her date. Downstairs. an elderly faculty member
world ....
served beer wearing red eannuf!s.
Tryin' to make some girl.
Although a few young men, who
I can't get no
identified themselves as John CarSatroll students, were roaring drunk
ison 3.2 beer, most of the people
FACTspent their time listening or dane,
Ion.
COUPLES MOVED,FRUGGED. ing to Paul Butterfield, drinking
or jerked in rhythm with each only enough to lubricate their
other. There seemed to be a frug or jerk movements. The
hundred more people in the room dance ended quietly. Butterfield
than the room could hold, In the wrapped himself and his band up
course of their spasmodic dancing, and left quickly. People drifted
people would often bump into out; the dance was over at 1:30
each other, but when they did, and the girls didn't have to be
they only laughed or smiled. Shir- back until 2 A.M.

medium throughout the weekend,
was Shirley Rinehart. A diminut.ive brunette with an easy smile
and a nasal voice, Shirley ex,
pressed some surprise that we had
made the trip to Lake Erie: "Real,
ly, I didn't think you'd make it
. it's going to be a great time.
All the girls are really excited.
It's the first time they've let us
have beer in the Commons. 1
hope you have a good time, too."
'Long Trips and Short Visits.' It's She assured us the opportunity of
going to be a very low. low meeting Paul Butterfield later
budget flick," he commented, that evening and then ran off
making appropriate gestures. 1 somewhere - anywhere.
asked what he was doing about
BUTTERFIEL~ AND
HIS
the draft, whether he had planned troupe appeared that evening at
an off-campus party. Butterfield
himself was quiet but friendly, as
he sat unobtrusively on a couch,
vaguely aloof from the general
goings-on. One young member of
the band, looking like Bobby Dylan, wispy, bent over, with a long,
pointed, clear-skinned face and
doe-eyes, named Elvin Bishop, attracted most of the girls' attention that night and throughout
the weekend. The band was taciturn.
They seemed apart from
it all, shy, yet slightly amused
whenever they encountered the
girls or their dates. They spoke
not with words, but with gestures,
and the girls listened and watched
anxiously. There was a contrast
between this small group of
young men, who so powerfully

• •

ley Rinehart would appear from
time to time, either dancing,
smiling, or running around offering people beer or potato chips.
Several times she would throw
her hands up, shake her head,
smile, and say, "It's WONDERFUL, EVERYONE is having so
much FUN." And standing off,
seeming taller
because
the
dancers always bent forward or
back, were the chaperones: the
president, his wife, and the assistant dean. They stood all the
time, and although they yawned
THE WEEKEND was filled with
occasionally, they managed to dramatic incongruities, like Scha,
smile. Everyone was having fun. piro, Butterfield's band itself, the
•
•
ludicrously out-of-place chaper;
SATURDAY AFTERNOON the ones. The whole scene was an ingirls had scheduled a fair to be congruity, in a way, for only aheld at Morley Farm. But it rain- bout a third of the student body
ed, so as much as possible, the ac- at Lake Erie participated in the
tivities were "moved indoors, to big shebang. But Saturday night
the basement of the president's everything seemed to come toplace. The center of activity was gether and everyone seemed to
a "pub," where beer was served, have fun in a finally relaxed, unand one could sit down at a table self-conscious way. Maybe it was
and listen to music by Reeve Butterfield: playing, it seemed, alLittle, a folksinger from Cleve- most without stopping: Butterland. Little, a MarYard drop-out, field himself singing or playing a
sings at a coffee-house in Cleve- harmonica into a microphone, and
land. He was tall, well-built, Bloomfield, on the guitar, his hair
clean-cut - the cashmere-sport- standing straight up on his head,
jacket - corduroy-pants_and_wee_ as if he had just received an elecjuns type - and although a folk- tric shock, and Elvin, also on the
singer, he sounded more like a guitar, his eyelids drooping, and
young supper club entertainer, the big Negro drummer, grinning,
rather like a funky John Gary. wearing his gold-calfskin shoes.
The girls adored him, sang with The band, the girls. their dates,
him, and laughed at his self-con- everybody, had "blown their
scious jokes.
minds, brains all over the oelilng."

•

• •
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Strictly An Aerial Squadron

Lords Lose Respectably To Denison As Jones and Rutter Exce

,

The Kenyon Lords closed out their 1965 season the same
way they opened it and the same way they finished all of their ~
...
games but one, losing, by a 38-17 score to Denison University.

P
H

o

SPINNING OUT ON the gravel
parking lots in their Hondas and
Spitfires, with the tooting of
horns, the Denison Fans arrived,
cheerfully looking forward to a
repeat of the lambasting their
team handed the Lords last year.
The Kenyon fans, a little pessimistic, but always keyed for any kind
of an upset over their "neighboring" rivals, filed into McBride
Field's recently finished stands to
cheer on the Lords and heckle the
opposing fans on the side.
Denison, boasting one of
most devastating ground attacks
in the Ohio Conference, proved it
early in the first quarter when
halfback Ned Martin scampered
64 yards for the first tally of the
afternoon. The Lords, however,
stormed back late in the quarter,
and drove the ball to the Denison
2 yard line, but with fourth and
one to go for the first down, quatterback Jeff Jones was swarmed
under by the Denison defenders
trying to sweep right end. Despite the fact that the Lords failed
to score, they did prove that they
could move the ball against Denison's defense, an impossible feat
one year ago.
Quickly regaining their poise,
Denison ground their way out to
their own 27. Then quarterback
Dain Birkley faked the handoff
to his fullback, drawing in the
Kenyon defense, and scooted 73
yards for the touchdown. The Big
Red soon showed the Lords that
they could also throw as Birkley
completed passes of 32 and 18
yards to move the ball to the Kenyon 1'9. Having keyed the Lord's
defense to their passing, Denison
pulled the draw on the insuing
play and Martin dashed 19 yards
into the end zone for his second
touchdown, and a repeat of. last
year's game did not seem out of
the picture.
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to the Denison five on the
strength of four pass receptions
by right end John Rutter. Once
again, however, Denison's defense
tightened and Jones was thrown
for losses of 6 and 4 yards before
his fourth down pass was intercepted to end the drive.
The third quarter was a period
of frustration for Kenyon as they
managed to control the football
but were unable to push over any
scores. Jones, mixing short runing yardage with his passing
game, led the Lords deep into
Denison terr-itory- twice during the
30

quarter.
The first drive died
when, with fourth and eight at the
Denison 13, Jones' pass to Rutter
was broken up as soon as Rutter
touched the ball.
THE SECOND DRIVE ENDED
on what may have been the final
turning point in the game. Kenyon was moving the ball well
again and drove to the Denison 32
before Jones' pass was picked off
by a Denison defender and only
Bucky William's diving tackle
saved an immediate score. Deni.,
son, however, eventually did take
advantage of the interception and
marched the final 34 yards for
their fourth touchdown and virtually put the Lords out of the
contest.

Kenyon, anxious to get back in
the game if at all possible, began
to march once again but two more
interceptions broke up these
rallies, and, meanwhile, Denison
was able to push over two more
touchdowns for an Insurrnountable 38-0 lead. The Lords, however, desiring to gain some consulation from the game, were not
through yet and regained control
of the ball with less than two
minutes remaining in the game. A
pass completion to Rutter and a
15 yard penalty moved the ball to
the Denison 30. Then on consecutive runs of 9 and 18 yards, Jones
rambled to the 3 yard line. Jones
then threw to Rutter for Kenyon's
only score with only one second

Athletic Hopes Not Sunk: We Have Water Wings
by John Smyth

tial improvements in the times of
Jack Crawford, Paul Munger and
John Davidson, while he predicts
that Bill Wright, Dan Hale and
Jerry Reynolds will have their
best years.

a group of freshmen at least as
strong as Kenyon's fresh, so that
Denison leads when one compares
the best time of the Kenyon and
Denison swimmers. "We will
simply have to outwork them,"
states co-captain Ed Telling, adding that, "Every year, the spirit
of the Kenyon Swimmers has
been fabulous. I haven't been invalved with any other team which
has ever approached it. In winning the conference this year,
spirit will be just as important as
natural ability." Russell's sentiments are similar: "The keynote
of the team is its tremendous
spirit, pride and devotion to hard
work. It will not give up."
Kenyon's record last year was
6.6, and this year's schedule will
be no easier. For example, Ken,
yon will swim Ohio University,

remaining on the clock. Rut!
then booted the extra point to e
his college career and althoughi
was insignificant in the finalout
come it gave a kind of moralvic
tory to the Kenyon fans. Rutter'
touchdown was the first scored
Kenyon against the Big Red.
six games and the seven poin
total was the most total poin
scored by Kenyon against Den'
since 1935.
The combination of Jones
Rutter produced the finest ga
of the year for both players a
their respective positions of qua!
terback and end. Jones, despi
four interceptions, completed
of 36 passes for 232 yards. Rutte
caught 12 of those passes for IS
yards. However, Kenyon's p
ing attack was no match for Deni
son's punishing ground gam
which netted 273 yards in the
half and 352 yards overall
Three Kenyon Seniors finish
their playing careers for the 1.0
against Denison. They are:
captain and four year lette
John Rutter who was Kenyon'
most outstanding offensive play
either at end or quarterback; fo
year letterman Pat Reid, defensiv
tackle, who was probably Ken
yon's best interior defensive lin
man; and, three year let
John Schweppe who played.
end and defensive halfback fo
Kenyon this year.

Despite the loss of three outstanding Kenyon record holders
who led last year's team, the 1966
swimming team will be by far the
fastest in Kenyon's history. Much
KENYON HAS WON the conof the success of the 1966 team ference championship for 12 conwill be made by a group of fresh- secuttve years, but number 13 is
ALTHOUGH THE DEFENSE men whose best times last year far from clinched. In the words
had been unable to effectively would have broken several Ken- of Coach Russell, "Everything
that we do _ EVERYTHING _
bottle up the Big Red, the Kenyon yon records.
is directed towards winning the
offense moved through the air
LARRY WITNER, who has an conference championship. But we
easily late in the second quarter to
control the ball and prevent any all-American prep school rating have a tremendous uphill battle
.
.'
.to do it this year." Last year,
further scoring on the part oftheir
had times last year which would j Denison came within 7 points of
adversaries. Quarterback Jones
which was first in Mid_Ameri
moved the Lords from their own have broken the Conference 100 ~beating Kenyon for the conferlast year, and Eastern Kentucky
yd. freestyle record by 1 sec., and,
hamni
hi
d
would also have broken the Ken- ence c ampions p, an
every
whose 1965 record was 12-0. Ken
W.fu
...•" ••'L'."'''~.
yon individual medley record. man of their 1965 team will be
yon's first meet is at the O. A. C
relays, held at Akron on Satur
Another freshman, Peter Arnold, on their 1966 team. Also, the
day, December 4.
had a 200 yd. freestyle time of Denison squad is strengthened by
.
UncleOtto,
1:56, which would have broken ----_==----:-:-__=-~~--=_=_-=_-:_-_:_-=_---',.'_-_==_=__==_-_==_----1
;
Camp Sontag,N.Y.
another Kenyon record. Paul MeRutter Headed For Big Apple At Invite Of Pro T earn
Cormick's best performances were
John Rutter. Kenyon's moat
faster than Kenyon records in the
J.
50 yd. freestyle and the 100 yd.
11
recent
and versatile superstar,
~
~ freestyle, while his 500 yd. free'.;..
,:;
;,>
will be the guest of the Hous• style time was a full 7 sec. faster
than the present Kenyon record.
ton Oilers for this weekend.
According to Coach Russell, but-I
November 20-21,in New York
terflyer Dave Doyle has been a,
City. During this all-expenses
"pleasant surprise," to the team,
showin, "a tremen'a.ous drive for
paid weekend, John of Lawsuccess." Other promising freshrence, L. I., New York will etmen are Greg Kalmbach,
Tom
'.<.
Patton, Phil Smith and Randy
tend the Oilers-Jets football
"
,;;
''
;;,
Burdge.
I
U
game in Shea Stadium. It is
rIi
~
Perhaps Kenyon's most valuobviou~ that the upcoming
e
able returning letterman is Doug
l
cclleqe draft by the pros will
~! Hutchinson, a versatile swimmer
[
who
specializes
in
the
individual
be the prime topic of d1acua~:
~ medley. Co-Captain Ed Telling
~)
,.
eton.; Although there are
1
(~
and Charles Evans, along with
(;1
:;;
many factors concerDlng any
Bill Watkins and John Greller,
$1.50. now ill
Kenyon's star end and IOJII
will give the team valuable freefinal decision that might be time quarterback John Jlu.tt
style depth, with possibly 5 or 6
shown in action in the De
made by either party. John game.
men swimming 100 yds. faster
where he Inawed 12
than 51 seconds. Also returning
said that he is indeed interes- for 139 yards, RuUer"1 overttIl:
ord down the field reads 39 r ch
is Ted Arnold, who holds Kented in any plana concerning tioDi for 543 yards and 6 toU
yon's record in the 200 yd. butter-I
downs.
Spec:1llatioD has it
. '<
football.
fly. Russell anticipates substanlhe PI'OIare l.IIJ:ar_ted.
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Women's Hours History Reviewed

Front

Who Grades Our Tests?

d
NdOLnF,-,
"!"
1 Success
J Ud-q~.-"HCI,
~~ionm

(Continued
1) The::: h arging long-distanea
•• ,,_ t a
Penalties
have from
also po:ge
varied.
caus
-..
..y
owar
"y.
student
judicial
board
which fake numbers. A long suspension
he recent issue of HIKA typifies some of-the most genuine and heard all cases of allegedrule vio-. was, however, given by the board
t ttl
t Iif that
be oath
d tcgeth
thre, e students who w,ere
most pre en OUS responses 0
e
can
ere.
erlIaIatione frcrn '960 to 1962, punished to the
ht
th thr
college literary magazine. HIKA's poetry cover's a wide range these infractions usually with cash caug
WI
ee women m a
\pression and its sections of criticism are in keeping with the fines the highest of which was room at Lake Erie College.
e of a high artistic tone. Its fiction, despite the presence of a "Fic- $35, 'given to a student who had
THE
STUDENT
JUDICIAL
d' is nonexisten
n Editor" (see mas th ea),
.
previousry
concrc' ted
0 f board
"
' _,
b een
was abolished in 1962 on
NeE THE READER breaks the
complaints from the faculty and
notic (or rep ulsive)
srve spe II cas
administration that it was not dop the ~p-eyed
stare of Joan
iog its job seriously, a complaint
accepted by many members of the
z on the cover, h e conf ron t s
e editor's seri~us concer:n for
board, who held it impossible to
rature and Hfe. Certainly, a
judge a person and then live with
rary magazine
like
HIKA
What with the goings·on
in Viet Nam, thl.l nation's Youth him as closely as one must at
uld present reac tiens to th e is becoming
increasingly
and neceuarlly
COnadOU8
of it, Kenyon. A joint faculty-student
in life
judicial board replaced the stuI'tonding movements
•~
iti
military
obligation.
One way out of the draft, we suppose. is dent board, and it has dealt with
t are felt by the sensr rve mem- to seek a plush commission.
This is what Reserve Officer prors of the college
community.
women's hours violations mostly
1 the idea
of bringing
in grams are for.
In order to discover
how Kenyon's
winq of by suspending or placing them on
me" writers
seems inappro. Air Force ROTC has geared for the present
criala, Collegian
social or disciplinary
probation.
Q

(Continued from page 1)

completing a project for the state
government

of Hawaii.

Kenyon's
has been
increased from the catalogue's
nifty tu-to-r to a new high of 12. .
to-L IThe Dean febels th~t this IS
not a ,rogethal',r ~_ ad ht n~,_ be,"
cause 10" sm
CliiSseSt
ere lli no
enough feedback between teach,
er and student.
The related
question
of the
practice of certain departments of
farming out such items as examinations, papers, and exercises to
be graded by lay readers is, according to Dean Haywood,
not
controversial.
This practice, he
says, is common at all large uniifi
h
d t
t d 15
erernes, were gra ua e s u en
do this sort of work.
"The
departments
involved
have made certain that only proreaching their sophomore year, fessionals are involved and they
however, the cadets seem to knOv. are thoroughly
competent,"
the
f ' ,
"h
th
t th
air y we
weer
or no
ey Dean assured a reporter,
are Air Force material, and drop_
THE PRACTICE HAS BEEN
outs after sophomore
year
are
K
f
~~~"-,Ev.n ,'f _ ood.t '--n-',~~
widespread at
enyon or many
La......
.. .....
La "" ."
years, and according to one profrom Kenyon, he will usually coo- fessor, the recent work of one of
tin'
h' t "
t
th
,
ue IS rammg a ano er co - the readers was "the most careful
lege, and the squadron can count job of paper-reading" he had ever
on gaining a few members of the seen
]'unior cl.,ss
who have d-,'dod
'0 I_':"_'
--,-;----cc--CC-,-----::-;
..
"..."
1_
,'oin the two_yeo,
to be widespread, and the cadet
.. pro 0 .,""',
..
WITHA~
ELE'-NTS
of Ul»
.,,__ body itself does not seem to be
satisfaction and
discontent
.". unsatisfied with
present
condinot lacking.
One freshman con- tions.
nected with the corps complained
Enforcement
of the rules has
that whatever benefits that result not been uniform. The policy of
from the program are not worth the Campus Security Office in inthe effort involved. The same in- vestigating
the
violations
has
dividual bemoaned the
Mickey- changed. Sometimes, the Security
Mouse sessions on Thursday after_ Office has maintained a polioy of
noons, complaining that the cadet reporting obvious violations and,
leaders are many times
"dumb- of opening doors only if they can
Cluck" sudents who achieve their hear female
voices.
At other
positions
by ingratiation.
Such times, they have been far more

student-to-teacher-ratio,

-------------_:.:::.::.:==
'ROTC
Undergoes__-===-..::-==.::.:.:.....::
Peno
. d
Of Increased Interest

ate, Does the editor
antici- reporters
Tony LoBello and
Iea price war with Th. Kenyon of interviews
with the boys
over writing talent simi_
the fight between the major Here Is their report.

"',,w

',n

John Smyth
in blue and

v

Iball leagues for athletic tal. perhaps because of its brevity, the
? Where would this leave the poom I--k~~oal f"-eling,
...
.. ... <>.'"
...
'If students?
The Veteran does not work at
",'nusly,
I
do
admire
Mr.
BerII
Wh
'th
d th f th'
'i;l'; earnest pursuit of quality. a .
ere IS
e ep
0
IS
k
y cryptic poem? The poet has all
hough professional s ill mba the sense at his command, but reattained, as in the
y fu-o,
b article
"'" to give the reader any conHaywood on Tomas
....... images of feeling. What kind
k Mann, ~~,t'"
Quidnot, I believe, ta e pre- of aI" do.' the veteran breathe?
b
ence over sinceret writing
y Wh-t
'~ste of that meaning.. i'~ tho.....
students themse ves,
ful bowl?
N EXAMPLE o~ a hmliean~~g- ON THE OTHER HAND. photoresponse to life IS,P i'p
10; grapher Michael Abramson, with
o's Growinq. The ast lines.o
only sight as his means of expres·
poem express
with gemal sion, displays a set of poetic masrm his awareness of a young terpieces.
He captures the wonn'snow
position:
quiet sensuality
of a
or
I mWlt .top ~
oll1r derfully
d Illlrt .-rehlq
beautifully girl, the decay of age
nd If you don't dream crt Iliqbt,
and the concern of youth.
His
OJI'tworry, d_p
.. bnportcmt.
shot of an aging artist with a still
Ir. Berryhill, too, shows reo gleaming eye is magnificent.
Q

conducted
a series
their commanders.

• • • • •
One would expect that of all
the elements of the Kenyon comh'
N
munity. t e war In Viet
am
would affect the
ROTC corps
most of all.
Asked whether the present war
has caused any change in the RO
TC program at Kenyon, Major
Robert W. Barret. ranking 0ffi cer
on the Hill, said that the only
changes that had been effected
were in the outlook of the students. The student body, he stat_
ed, is now more concerned with
the problem of military service.
Freshman membership
in
the
corps is slightly higher than that
of last year, thus putting an end
to a long period of declining en.
rollment.
The interest of sophomores in ROTC's two-year program is unexpectedly
high this

........uo.

<u

rkable
development,
withpoet.
al- from
Equally
genuine
responses
come year.
st
the style
of a "name"
HIKA,
as literary
criticism,
th
forms his images WI'th f ee lin g, Dean Haywood's Thomas Mann
ially in Walk,
where
the lII1 Ihe Spir(rl Path views Mann's
h does pull you with anguish_ conception of the artist spiralling
force.
out of life towards a death that
m Hendricks' Sea Break comes b '
t
of t,'f, that
'" ~~ a V" lid moment of exrmgs a grea er se •...-...
"" ..~
...
is crucial to an understanding
of
ience. The short poem by art. It seems to me that this view
n~i~~~
a~~~ho;~:~osm, i~ey' of the artist who breaks old limits
through creativity is really more
rl Thayler, create a crisis in the Nietzschean than the antithesis
gazlne. Can an "elderly sopho- that Richard Freeman
finds in
re" poet communicate with a noels of Saul Bellow.
ng junior critic? In attempt~
MR. FREEMAN'S DISCUSSION
10 judge The Expectation and which is basically thematic, brile Veteran fairly on their own Hantly relates the novelist's conms, it must be remembered
cern for identity to our basic sot Carl Thayler's poems are in· ",'al and ,p,'ritual problem of al...
ded to be chants.
Thus their ienation. The essay must be read
ming incoherance may become in its entirety, but at least one
'irtue, , glimpse of the p,,-t,
t
'" 'nd,' ,t
Mr ~e.
sen ence WI 1
c.. e
. £~. an experienc, f"~e into a ,ha ~
,
'j "t
th, nov.',
....,
man s comIlli m no,
etched whole. In these terms, R
d·
H.' og h. not., tha'
egar 109
_I,
"
n, The Expectation
comes a- M
'"
nd m"~~;"g, ,', to '
oses
seco
..u.."
"
..
ss in a fine, ironic moment. Yet ' "
d'
_
'
b,'tch nomed
cu ure
a... eSSlve
..
Madelaine Pontritter
who estab·
lishes absolute dominion over his
life." By his deprecation of the
horrifying
women
surrounding
Herzog, Freeman shows a reaction
that is emotional
yet carefully
Lenny Bruce
controlled.
One or two sweeping assertions
rl
I·
are the only fault of the essay.
The statement that, "In point of
"
fact, Bellow dismisses private human commitment
dogmatically"
does not hold up in the light of
Danqlinq Man, where women are
not so easily discarded.
Also disturbing is Freeman's dismissal ot
Malamud, Roth, "and Co," Almz
though his point regarding Bel.
low's subordination of ethnic con.
cems has its merits, it is made at
the expense of some very import-
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NEXT TWO WEEKS IN ROSSE HALL

marks, Major Barrett stressed that
the bulk of freshmen are not inf1uenced by the world situation
when deciding for or against joining ROTC.
BILL DIEHL. '66, the
Major of the Squadron,
clailllil
that in his four years at Kenyon,
he also has experienced a change
in student attitude
towards the
corps. Four years ago, many Kenyon students denigrated ROTC as
d
somewhat
unsuave,
an
were
~~~~e ~~~::se

an~e m:'~~~

Diehl says that, "Just in the last
year there has been a definite increase in respect for ROTC and its
program."
Diehl thinks that the
improvement of spirit in the corps
is not the result of escalation in
Viet Nam, because most of the
cadets seldom think of the war.
In addition, a concern for the war
and the draft would have been
shown in a definite rise in enroll.
ment, and the membership has reo
mained essentially stable.
Nev.
ertheless, the change in student
attitude toward the corps is deflnite, and Diehl cites as evidence
the success of the cadets' outside
projects such as their program for
teaching crippled
children how
to swim.
The
only outward
change of the squadron has been
the arrival of Major Barret, whom
most of the cadets admire and
respect very much.
Perhaps
the
most revealing
statistic concerning the Kenyon
squadron is the number of students who drop out after freshman
year.
At present, there are .10
freshmen but only 13 sophomore~
in this year's 54-man outfl.t. One!

Mel'gendeilel'

Kenyon College

Major Barret
alsoh' noted ,o~p~jn~'~'o.n;,~.
~h~o~w;;ev.';'~'-id~o;;n;o;',,~o~.~m~,;,;n;'o;l:..;..;;
.. ,-,:;;;..;; .. ,-,:;; .....
1
at
more
upperc
assmen
ave
10quired about their opportunities
in the various
officer candidate
schools operated by the different
services.
In making
these
re-

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT
LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT features one of the
most brilliant cast performances in the hiliory of the cinema:
Jason Robards, Katherine Hepburn, Raiph Richardson and Dttem
Stockwell all qive superb portrll]'tlUl of Euqene O'Neill's tor.
tured Tyrone family, killing- each other by pcdnful inches. One
of the qreat works of the American theatre haa been excellent.
ly rendered for the screen by director Sidney Lumet.
DECEMBER

Special Film Series No.4
4 & 5

8:30 P.M.

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
A realistic and deeply movinq look at the problems of readjustment after the Second World War, THE BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES concentrates on three American vetfttml returning
to
their families from overseas: a soldier (Frederic Marchi, em
aviator (Dana Andrews). and a lCIilor (Harold Russell). Directed
by William. Wyler. written by Robert E. Sherwood. THE BEST
YEARS OF OUR LIVES almost of itself began the new Holly_
wood trend loward realism. and beqan it beautifully.
NOVEMBER 27 & 28
8:30 P.M.
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Cass to Council

Senate Opens Doors

HWe're Not Looking For Trouble"
Kenyon's campus secur-ity
of·
ftcer James Cass paid a visit to the
Student Council's rece,nt meeting
and reported a series of "weeklate announcements" concerning
Fall Dance.
After leading off with a warning on keeping rooms locked, Cass
moved on to more serious matters.
Stating that "we're not out to nitpick and make examples," Cess
suggested that it would be in fraternities' best interests to call on
the campus security to handle
frat brothers who have had too
much to drink and are embarrassing themselves and the fraternity. He stated that such a person
might tend to give an equal "lip"
and possibly start a fight, while
he would respect constituted
authority. When questioned by
Bill Peden about making reports
on such incidents to the Dean's
office, Cess stated that a report
would depend on the situation.
"We're not looking for trouble,
but we won't duck it," Cass
stated.

HE ALSO NOTED THAT the
campus
security
switchboard
would be manned on a 24 hour
basis from Thursday until Sunday
morning. The office will handle
"anything of a disaster type." He

(Coninutel from ~
1)
lowing more weekend. l.ben.

last year to proclaim its ttJn~
Draperies and artwork will be IraUJD.
si,ons on the liquor issue. Ido
put in this year. It is felt that the
IN
ANOTHER.
DEVELOP. over, the purpose of the
lounge may be made into a "min. ment, the Senate took a tum at meeting is to put on display I
iature art gallery."
introspection as the faculty solons the student's observation, the
THE ROLE OF CLASS OF- asked the student members how erations of the Campus Senate.
fleers was discussed briefly. It the Senate is regarded by the stuwas felt that the lack of interest dent body at large. A long dis.
Cess rounded out his announce- in class offi<;erswas due to
cussion ensued which sought the
ments with the statement that lack of effectiveness, but there actual nature of the Senatestudents should be careful whom was debate over just what form whether it is a Privy Council, as
they invite to the festivities. "Any increased authority might take. some members would have it, or
guest," he stated, "is the respon- It was suggested that presidents a representative forum, as the stusibility of the person who invited replace at-large representatives dents seem to regard it.
him," If a girl brings her car to the student' council. Council
The Senate concluded that, be.
down and is ticketed by the cam- president Jarrett stated that this cause there is some confusion apus security, her date is respon- idea "might have some merit." mong the students about the true
sible for the costs,
However, it was stated that if no function of the campus senate and
effective function is to be created about the honesty of its -operaAfter brief discussion, the countions, the scheduling of an open
cil adopted a proposal creating a the offices should be abolished.
The Council passed a resolution session is necessary. Therefore, the
used book catalog, Under this
system, any student who has a in favor of opening the coffee shop members voted in such a session,' WILLIAMS FLOWER SHOP
used book he wants to sell can Sundays at 1 p.m., and earlier on to be held in Philo Hall on 'I'hurs.
114 South Main Street
special weekends such as Fall December 2. The agenda of the
fill out a card and put it in the
Dance
or
Homecoming.
The
main meeting wi.!lbe of no emergency
Next to the Alcove
catalog file under the appropriate
topic, Any student looking for a objection, Bill Schnall reported, is consequence, unlike the vaude392-2086
392·2076
book in that field would then the difficulty Bill Boyer would ville act that the Senate put on
check the catalog to find out if have in finding a girl to work in f~~~~~~~;;:;;~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;7';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
We are unhappy to announce that, due to timing con.
such a book is for sale. The tne the shop at that time, However,
Boyer is favorable to the plan
will most probably be located in and will make"an attempt to rutsideration brought on by the change in term structure
the book store, but there are sev- fill the council's request.· The
the next Collegian will appear three weeks from today:
eral other possibilities,
council also requested a special
Were we to publish an issue in two weeks, there would
BILL WRIGHT ANNOUNCED 4:00 a.m. breakfast on Sunday
not be sufficient time remaining for a succeeding number
several decisions by the speciallffiroo==;ng='=OofoD='ono,,=w=eoekoeono"'="=,1
that would reach all students.
Therefore, the issue of
Projects Funds Committee. An II
appropriation to the Hockey Club
December 10 will be the last of the year.
for a trip was denied, while $600
BARNCORD'S SHOE
Until then, we wish all our readers a bountiful ThankS_
was given to the Film Society for
REPAIR
giving.
a Film Festival in the future. $63
ON THE SQUARE
was given to the International
Relations Club, and $100 given to
Soling and Heeling

tl}:1:

I

the Chaplain's office to sponsor a I
lecture by Professor Abraham II
Heschel, The English department
was appropriated $150
for a
poetry reading by Br. Antonius.

w"re lbe elile
lIeSl to eat

Bill Schnall announced that a
magazine rack would be placed
in the Peirce Hall lounge in six to
eight weeks. It is generally felt,

I
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reported can
Schnall,
that the upon.
TV
lounge
be improved
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stated that it is Important that
fires should be reported immediately, because the fire department
would rather answer a number of
false alarms than miss one big
real call.
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